The steady stream of recent books on John Brown continues with yet another entry, a vividly written account by Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Tony Horwitz. Readers familiar with his best-selling Confederates in the Attic will not be surprised if this latest attempt to explain the controversial abolitionist reaches a larger popular audience than most if not all of its recent predecessors.
Horwitz divides Midnight Rising into three parts. In part one, "The Road to Harpers Ferry," he summarizes Brown's early life, his emergence as a border warrior in "Bleeding Kansas," and the preparations for his famous raid, including his brief sojourn with his men in Springdale, Iowa, and the drafting of his "provisional constitution" in Chatham, Upper Canada (Ontario). In part two, "Into Africa," he describes the raid itself and the capture or death of Brown and his men at their besieged "fort" in the engine house at the Harpers Ferry arsenal. Part three, "They Will Brown Us All," covers Brown's trial and execution and includes an assessment of his impact on his own and succeeding generations.
Horwitz is a journalist, not a historian, but his research is thorough and impressive, extensively utilizing manuscript collections. By using their own words culled from letters and contemporary newspaper accounts, Horwitz manages to endow not only Brown, but also his family members and associates, with distinct personalities. No other recent John Brown book has done this so well.
Nonetheless, Iowa readers may find Midnight Rising a bit disappointing. The Missouri raid of December 1858 and the subsequent trek across Kansas, Nebraska, and Iowa to Chicago and on to Canada merits only a couple of pages, and the passage across Iowa itself in February 1859 a mere two sentences (89). His account of the sojourn of Brown and his men in the Quaker settlement of Springdale in the winter of 1857-58 (73) Reminiscences (1906) . There is no mention of Todd or of another prominent Iowa abolitionist, Josiah B. Grinnell, both of whom aided Brown; and the brief references to the community of Ohio Congregationalists at Tabor (66, 67, (70) (71) (72) offer no explanation of how or why Tabor became a base for Brown and his men.
Readers familiar with the recent scholarship on John Brown will find in Midnight Rising no great new insights on such familiar topics as Brown's alleged insanity, his Old Testament religious faith, or whether or not he was a "proto-terrorist." What they will find is a highly readable narrative of John Brown and the Harpers Ferry raid, with fresh insights into the personalities and character of Brown's family and associates. It is a welcome addition to the ever-growing John Brown bookshelf. Rosecrans. According to Lause, Rosecrans was more concerned with protecting the business interests in Missouri than with protecting that state's citizens from Price's forces. Rosecrans also reacted with deplorable slowness to the threat, and did little to coordinate with the Department of Kansas's commander, Iowan Major General Samuel Ryan Curtis.
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